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AFFINE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF SURFACES 
ALOis ŠvEC, Brno 
(Received May 2, 1988) 
The differential geometry of surfaces in the equiaffine 3-dimensional space has 
been thoroughly studied. On the other hand, the more general case of the full affine 
group has got little attention; see [3], [4] and the contributions of S. Gigenaand 
U. Simon in [1]. In what follows, I create a systematic theory of this general case. 
HYPERBOLIC CASE 
1. Let A3 be the 3-dimensional affine space, D c R2 a domain and m: D ~» Аъ 
a surface. Instead of D, we may consider a 2-dimensional differentiable manifold; 
nevertheless, our considerations will be oflocal nature. We suppose that all manifolds 
and mappings are ofclass C00. 
With each point of our surface, let us associate a frame {m; vl9 v29 v3} such that 
el9 e2 are situated in the tangent plane of the surface. Our frames satisfy 
(1.1) dm = colVi, dvt = co{vj ; i , j , . . . = 1, 2, 3 , 
with the integrability conditions 
(1.2) dco1 = coj л cOj, dco{ = со) л co{ ; 
of course, we have 
(1.3) c o 3 = 0 . 
The differential consequence of (1.3) being 
(1.4) ш1 л œ\ + œ2 л œ\ = 0 , 
Cartan's lemma implies the existence of functions a[, a'2, a'3: D -^- R such that 
(1.5) co\ = a\wx + a'2œ
2 , oj\ = a2co
l + a'3co
2 . 
On D, we may choose local coordinates (w, v) such that 
(1.6) co1 = / d w , co2 = g dv ; / = f(u, v) Ф 0 , g = g(u, v) Ф 0 ; 
ш і = /í(w, v) àu + g{(u, v) dv . 
Let p0 = (u0, v0) є D be a fixed point and y: (-h h) ^ D a curve such that y(0) == 
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= p0; let y be given by u = u(t) v = v(t). Then 
/. „\ dm r , 
(1.7) — = fu'v1 + < ^ 2 , 
at 
~ = (*) »i + ( 0 «2 + ( * i / V 2 + 2 a ^ t , V + aágV2) »3 
di 
with u' = dujdt v' = dv|dt. A vector Te Tpo(D) is called asymptotic (with respect 
to the given surface m: D — A3) if we have d2mjdt2 є dm(Tpo(2))) for each curve y 
with the tangent vector Ta t p0. From (1.72), we see that the vector T = u0 d|du + 
4- v0 d|dv є Tpo(D) is asymptotic if and only if 
(1.8) a[f2u20 + 2a'2fgu0v0 + а'ъд2ѵ20 = 0 at p0 . 
Ofcourse, dm(Tpo(D)) is the tangent plane ofour surface m at the point m0 = m(p0); 
let us denote it by Tmo(m). A tangent vector v є TWo(ra) is called asymptotic if there 
is an asymptotic vector Te Tpo(D) such that dm(T) = t;. Finally, the surface m: Z> ~> 
^ Л3 is called hyperbolic if there are exactly two linearly independent asymptotic 
vectors at each point m(p), p e D. 
Let m be a hyperbolic surface, and let us choose our frames in such a way that 
eu e2 are asymptotic. Because of 
(1.9) dm(T) = dm (u0 — + v0 — ) = u0fv1 + v0gv2 , 
\ cu ov) 
the v e c t o r s / - 1 d|dUy g'1 d|dv e Tpo(D) must be asymptotic, and (1.8) implies 
(1.10) a[ = a'i = 0, a 2 = t = 0 4 
Thus we have dvx = coJt^ + co\v2 + co2a'2v3, dv2 = colvt + co\v2 + cola2v3. Hence 
we see that we are in the position to choose our frames in such a way that 
(1.11) co\ = o)2 , °A = ^>1 • 
The integrability conditions of (1.11) are 
(1.12) co\ л co1 + \(co\ + co\ - co33) л co2 = 0 , 
i(co{ + to22 - co\) л œl + ^2 л ^ 2 = 0 > 
and there are functions а ь . . . , а4: jD ^ R such that 
(1.13) а)? = axcol + а2со2 , %(co{ + co2 - co3) = a2col + а3ш2 , 
col = tf3c01 + а4а>2 . 
Let {m; f?1?£2, #3} be another field offrames associated with our surface, let it satisfy 
the analogous equations 
(1.14) dm = c5% , dvt = co{vj 
and (L3) + ( Ш ) + (LÏ1). Then we have 
(1.15) vx = ctvl , v2 = Дг;2 , v3 = ^ ! + фѵ2 + yy3 ; aßy Ф 0 . 
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From (1.1) and (1.14) we easily see that 
(1.16) col =a-'co1, co2 = j T ^ 2 ; 
(1.17) y = aß 
and 
(1.18) ät = a
2ß~la1 , ä4 = a~
1ß2aAr, 
(1.19) ä2 = cca2 — ß ~ V > аъ = ßa3 — а _ 1 ф . 
Thus it is possible to choose the frames in such a way that a2 = a3 = 0, i.e., 
(1.20) col = ú^a)1 , 0)3 = co{ + ш2 , co\ = a4co2 ; 
the admissible changes of the frames are then 
(1.21) v1 = owi , #2 = ^ 2 > #з = а ^ з ; ocß Ф 0 . 
The differential consequences of (l.20) are 
(1.22) {dax + a^col - 2co\)} л co1 + w2, л со2 = 0 , 
a>l л со1 + c03 л co2 = 0 , 
a>l л ш1 + {dfl4 + a^{co{ — 2co22)} л co2 = 0 , 
and we get the existence of functions bu ..., b5: D -^ R such that 
(1.23) da1 + ax{co22 - 2co{) = b^1 + b2co2 , Ш3 = ^ o 1 + b3co2 , 
а>з = О3Ш1 + b4c02 , da 4 + a4{co\ — 2co2) = b4c01 + b5c02 . 
Elementary calculations yield the relations between bt,..., b5 and Ь ь . . . , B5; we get 
(1.24) 5X = a*fi-% , 52 = а2Ь2 , b3 = aj8&3 , S4 = j82b4 , 
£5 = а"Ѵ3Ь5 . 
The exterior differentiation of (1.23) gives the equalities 
(1.25) {db± + b,(col - 3co{)] л co1 + (dft2 - 2b2co{) л co2 = 
= За^Ьз — axa4) со1 л со2 , 
(db2 — 2Ь2со}) л со1 + (db3 — ̂ з^з) л ф1 = — axb4col л со2 , 
(dĎ3 - Ьъсо\) л со1 + (d64 - 2b4CO2) л co2 = аАЬ2со1 л со2 , 
(dZ>4 - 2Ь4ш2) л со1 + {db5 + Ь5(со{ - Ъсо22)} л со2 = 
= Ъа4{аха4 — b3) со1 л co2 
and the existence offunctions b^: D ^ R such that 
(1.26) dbt + bi(u>^ - 3co{) = Ьцсо1 + bí2co2 , 
dft2 - 2Ь2ш} = ЬгіСО1 4- í?22co2 , 
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áb3 - b3co\ = b 3 ^
1 + b32co
2 , 
db 4 - 2Ь4ш2 = b4iu>1 + Ь42со2 , 
àb5 + b5(œ\ - 3co2) = bsiCO
1 + о52ш2 ; 
(1.27) i>2i ~ Ь12 = Зах(Ьз - a ^ ) , b22 - b3í = 0^b4 , 
b41 - Ь32 - a 4b 2 , b5l - fe42 = 3a4(a^4 - b 3 ) . 
Because of (1.24), the functions bt are the so-called relative invariants, i.e., bt = 0 
has a geometrical meaning. 
Definition. The surfaces with b3 Ф 0 are called non-maximal. (The geometrical 
meaning of this condition will be presented in the next section.) 
Let us consider a non-maximal surface m: D -^> A3; we may choose its moving 
frames in such a way, see (1.243), that 
(1.28) b3 = s'eR, e ' 4 = 0 . 
The equation (1.263) reduces then to — e'col = b31o>1 + b32co2, which may be 
written, see (1.202), as 
(1.29) co\ + col = col = ^c01 + c2co2 . 
According to (1.243), the admissible changes of the frames are given by (1.21) with 
(1.30) aß = 1 . 
Because of(1.16), we get 
(1.31) dS2 := œW = œlœ2 = dŠ2 . 
Thus our surface m induces, on D, a hyperbolic metric. Its Gauss curvature may 
be calculated as follows: there is exactly one l-form co such that 
(1.32) dco1 = со1 л co , dco2 = со л со2 ; 
the Gauss curvature к is then given by 
(1.33) dco = ^xco1 л co2 . 
Let us calculate x in our case. It is easy to see that the l-form 
(1.34) œ = co{ — CičD1 = —col + c2co2 
satisfies (1.32). The differential consequence of(l.29) being 
(1.35) (dc1 — ctco) A co1 + (dc2 + c2co) л co2 = 0 , 
we get the existence of functions ci}: D ~* R such that 
(1.36) dcx — c±co = СцСО1 + c12co2 , dc2 + c2co = cl2coí + c22co2 . 
From (1.1), (1.14), (1.21) and (l.30), 
(1.37) ů\ = co33 , ca} = co{ + a" 1 da , 
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and we get 
(1.38) ct = aCi , c2 = ßc2 , 
(1.39) a> = co + a ' 1 da 
and 
(1.40) clx = a
2 c u , ci2 = cl2 , c22 = ß
2c22 . 
Finally, from (1.34) and (1.36), 
(1.41) dco = (a^4. + c12 — s') со1 л û>2 ; 
the functions a^4, c12: Z) ̂  Я are, see (1.18) + (1.30) and (1.402), invariants of our 
surface. Let us summarize: 
Proposition 1. Let m: D ~» A3 be a hyperbolic non-maximal surface. We may 
choose itsframes in such a way that we have (1.1) with (1.3), (l.H), (l.20), (1.29), 
(1.28), (1.23), (1.26) and (1.36), theform co being given by (1.34) and satisfying 
(1.32). Thepossiblechangesoftheframesaregivenby(l.2i) + (l30);weget(l.l&), 
(l.24), (1.38) and (l.40). The hyperbolic metric (1.31) is invariant, and its Gauss 
curvature is given by 
(1.42) 2% = axa4 + c12 — &' 
(theorema egregium). 
2. Consider a general hyperbolic surface m:D^A3. The functions ahbt"Qxe 
relative invariants, see (1.18) and (l.24), and using them, we may construct absolute 
invariants of our surface. In this section I am going to explain the geometrical signi­
fication of the conditions at = 0 and bt = 0, and to define the fundamental in­
variants of our surface. I am going to restrict myself to the case in which all the 
relative invariants ah bt are diiferent from zero; the investigation of special cases 
is quite similar and it is left to the reader. 
Let V3 = V3(R) be the vector space of our affine space A3, and let P2 = P2(R) 
be the improper plane (i.e., the plane at infinity) of A3. The plane P2 consists of the 
points r> = {gv; 0 =j= v є F3, 0 Ф g e R}; we write simply t> == (v). Let t>, m є P2, 
о Ф ш; by {t>, ш} we denote the straight line through v and ш. Further, let the an-
harmonic ratio of the points t> = (v), ш = (w), x = (av + bw), n = {cv + dw); 
a,..., d є R; be define by 
(2.1) (*,tu;s,n) = <T*bc<r1 for ad4=0; 
for ad = 0 it is not defined. 
Taking into consideration our hyperbolic surface m: D ^> A3, we get the associated 
mapping fx: D ^ P2 x P2 with p,(p) = (vt(p)9 x>2(p)); peD; v^p) = (ѵх(р)) and 
t>2(jp) = (v2(p)) are the improper points of the asymptotic tangents at m(p). From 
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(1.11), (1.20) and (1.23), we get 
(2.2) dui = œ{vi + аіСо1ѵ2 4- o)2v3 , dv2 = a4œ2vl + a>\v2 + o)ív3 , 
d^3 = (b3co
l + b4a>
2) vt + (b2Co
1 + b3co
2) v2 + (co{ + co
2) t>3 . 
Let tí9 t2 be the tangent vector fields on D such that dm(řř) = t?i5 i.e., 
(2.3) co'(t,) = œ\t2) = 1 , œ\t2) = œ2(tx) = 0 . 
The vector field ta; a = 1, 2, generates a layer £fa of curves on D; SS^ and i<?2 f °
r m 
a net Jf of curves on D. 
From (2.2) we see that at Ф 0 (at a point p є D) if and only if the mapping 
P ^* t>i(p) is a local diifeomorphism; similarly for a4 ф 0. This explains the geometri­
cal meaning ofthe conditions ax — 0 and a4 — 0. 
Given a mapping r>: D ~> P 2 and a tangent vector field t on D, let p є D. For 
» = 00 = (gv)we see that řp(^u) = tpgv + e^ü, i.e., (řp(^))e{(i;),(řp(í;))}. Denote 
by řpt> the straight line {(v), (ip£>)} in the case (v) Ф (řp(^)); in the case (tpv) = (v) 
or in the case tpv = 0 e V3, let tpv = t>. 
We see t h a t ^ ^ i a ^d ttv2 are straight lines and 
(2.4) p3 = t2ol n ^t>2 
is an invariant of our surface; it is the improper point ofthe affine normal of our 
surface. 
Suppose a^a4 ф 0 on D; in this case the mappings t>l9 v2: D ^ P2 map the net^F 
into two nets i r i and i^2 on P2. It is easy to see that f 2 is the Laplace transform 
of Ух and vice versa; indeed, 
(2.5) (t^) = (co{(tJ vx + atv2) є {vi9 v2} , 
(t2v2) = (a4v1 + co22(t2) v2) є {t)l5 P2} . 
From (2.2), 
(2.6) txv3 = b3vx + b2y2 + a>l(tJ v3 , i2r3 = b4v1 + ò3u2 + a>3(i2) v3 , 
and í&e points 
(2.7) ^ := ^ я 3 n {t>i, p2} = (b3üj + b2v2) , 
Ф2 •*= ^ з п {p1? t)2} = ( V i + M 2 ) 
are invariants öf our surface; we have 
(2.8) / 1 : = ( Р ь » 2 ; Ф 1 , Ф 2 ) = Ь 2 М з - 2 -
I claim that ґйе points 
(2.9) « x := (62«! - axv3), SR2 := (b4v2 - a4v3) 
describe the Laplace transforms of the nets Ух and "Г29 respectively. 
Indeed, we have 
(2.10) t2vi = c0{(t2) vt + v3 , ttv2 = o)l(t^ v2 + v3 , 
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and the Laplace transform 0ft4 (or t)2) different from v2 (or v±) is situated on the 
straight line {P1,t)3} (or {»2,*>з}, respectively). Further, using (1.23) and (1.26) 
we obtain 
(2.11) *i(Mi * аі^з) = (3b2û>î(ri) + Ь2і - ^іЬз) *>i - (ЗяіюЇ(*і) + Ьі) У3 > 
i2(M2 - Д ^ з ) = (3b4u>2(i2) + b42 - a4b3) »2 - (^c0l(t2) + b5) v3 % 
i.e., t19i1 = {ví9 O3}, í2ÍR2 = {°2> ^з}? a nd t n e assertion is proved. 
On D, consider the tangent vector fields 
(2.12) t\ : = bih - b3t2 . ť2 := -b3tí + b2t2 
with the following geometrical interpretation: we have ť1r>3 = {t>2,P3}, ř2t>3 = 
= {t>i, t)3}. Indeed, we have 
(2.13) t[v3 = (b2b4 - b\) v2 + co|(ri) v3, t'2v3 = (b2b4 - b\) vx + o)33(ť2) v3 . 
Now, 
(2.14) ťíví = co{(t'i) vx + axb±v2 - b3v3 , ť2v2 = аАЬ2ѵх + col(ť2) v2 - b3v3 . 
and the points 
(2.15) @x •:= (a4b2vx - b3v3) = ť2r>2 n [x>u x>3) , 
6 2 := (a1M2 - b3t>3) = 'i*i n (°2» °з} 
are further invariants associated with our surface. Further, 
(2.16) I2 := (t>1? P3; 5Rb St) = (t>2, *3; $R2, ®г) = « і ^ ї . 1 • 
Let 
(2.17) 6 : = {®!,o2} n {^2,*>i} = (o4b2^1 + ЛіМ 2 ~Ьз^з ) 
and 
(2.18) Є' : = {p3, 6} n {t>!, p2} = (a4.b2v1 + ^ M 2 ) î... 
Є' is an invariant, and we have 
(2.19) h^(*i>*2iyu&) = atbl(a^bty1, 
П : = (^1^2; ®',*2) = « і Ь ^ Ь . Ь з ) " 1 ; 
of course, 
(2.20) / 3 / 3 = / , . 
The possible changes of the frames associated with our surface being given by 
(1.21), we see from (1.18) + (1.242_4) that each absolute invariant which may be 
constructed from al9 a2, b2, fo3, b4 may be constructedfrom Jl9 I2 a n d J 3 (or / 3 ) . 
Thus it remains to construct absolute invariants containing bt and bs. 
The dual projective plane P2* to our plane P2 consists of all planes QČ = {av л w; 
0 ф a є R; v, œ є F3, v and w linearly independent}. Writing 
(2.21) E3 : = vt л v2 , E2 := v3 л vx , E1 := v2 л r3 , 
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it is easy to see that 
(2.22) d£3 = (co\ + co22) E
3 - colE2 - co2El, 
dE2 = -(b2co
l + b3G)




2E2 + (co\ + 2cof)E1 . 
Thus 
(2.3) t2E
3 = co3(t2) E
3 - E\ t2& = {&, G
1} ; 
tiE3 = col(ti) E3 - E2 , tt<&
3 = {<S3, Є2} 
The induced mapping D ^ P2*, p н» С£3(р), maps the net Jf into a net еъ of P2*> 
and the Laplace transforms of & are situated on the lines {G3, S1} and {CE3, CË2}. 
But these Laplace transforms are exactly CĚ1 and ©2, respectively; indeed, 
(2.24) t,E1 = -b3E3 + (col(t,) + 2o>i(t0) ^ 1 > 'i<&1 = {«S ®3} 1 
ř2£2 = - Ь3Е3 + (2o>Í(ř2) + œ2(i2)) £2 , t2& = {&, Є3} . 
Let us study the induced map vt: P2 ^ P2*, Vi(p) ~> ̂ 3(p). To this end, take a fixed 
point p0 є D and local coordinates (u, v) around p0 = (u0, tf0) such that the net Jf 
is given by the curves u = const, and v = const. This means that we may write 
(2.25) co1 = fdu , co2 = g dv , a>\ = r± du + r2 dt; , co2 = sl du 4- s2 dv ; 
/ = /(и, 0),..., s2 = s2(u, v) ; /flf * 0 . 
Recall the following definition: Let Pn = Pn(R) be a projective space, / = 
= (-h, Л) c R, and ш ь ш2: I -^ Pn two curves. Let mt = (wj), ш2 = (w2), 
wl5 w2: J ^ Fn + 1 , F"+1 being the vector space generating P \ We say that the curves 
mx and ш2 have the contact of order r at 0 є Й if there is a function g: J ^ R such 
that 
(2.26) ^ = <fe) f o r ř = 0 , s = 0 , l , . . . , r . v J dť dť 
Consider a projectivity K: P2 ^> P2* given by 
(2.27) Kvx = a13£3 , Kv2 = a22£2 , Kv3 = о^Я1 ; 
i.e., for r> = ( a^ ! + a2ü2 + a3v3) we have Kt> = (ax0iX3E3 + a2oc22E2 + tf^o^JS1). 
The points oř and & being geometrically invariant, the set of all projectivities (2.27) 
has a geometrical significance. Let us determine the so-called tangent projectivities 
of our map vt: P2 ^ P2*. By this we mean the following: take p0 e D and a curve 
y: I ^> D with y(0) = p0; further, take the curves Kx>i(y(t)) and &(y(t)); they should 
have the contact of the first order at 0 є R for each choice of y. Let the curve y be 
given by u = u(t), v = v(t); p0 == (м(0), y(0)). From (2.2), (2.22) and (2.25)we get 
(2.28) ^ = rtvt + a J ^ , ^ - = r2vx + gv3 ; du ov 
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дѵ2 r дѵ2 
— = sxv2 + fv3 , — = û ^ » ! + s2r2 ; 
du dv 
T 5 = b3/^1 + b2/tf2 + (ri + S l) ü3 , 
du 
^ 3 i , / \ 
— = b4gvx + b3gv2 + (r2 + s2) ü3 ; 
cw 
(2.29) ^ = (rt + Sl) £
3 - /£ 2 , Щ. = (r2 + sa) £3 - ^ 1 ; 
OU OV 
f)F2 
— - = - Ь 2 / £ 3 + (2r t + s,) £ 2 - a, / f i1 , 
OU 
f)F2 
— = - b 3 ^







= -b4gE3 - a4gE2 + (r2 + 2 ^ ) E 1 . 
dt; 
At t = 0 we have 
„áu dv 
hf~v2 + в— ѵз, dt dt 
ís ™\ d»! / du d A (2'30) * - ( " a * " * r * * 
(2.31) K f e - ( r , í í + rA.,,i> + „,/Ífa!!ť + 9 І ? „ Э , £ . , 
dř V d ř d ř / dř dt 
,- _.x d £ 3 (, v du , v dv) _4 , du ^? dt; _« 
(2.32) — = J ( n + * i ) - + r2 + s 2 ) - U
3 ~f—E2 - g - E 1 . 
dř ( dt dt) dt dt 
Because of (2.26) we should have 
(2.33) Kv,~QE\ K ^ = g - + ^ E * at f = 0 . 
dt dt dt 
From (2.27!) we get #(0) = a13, and (2.322) reads 
r — a 2 2 £ 
dt dt 
(2.34) L £ + r2 f) «13£
3
 + aj*± a22£2 + d£ 
V dř dt) 
= % k + . 0 r + <r» + s*)?l£3 - a - / ? £ 2 - *»TE1 + 
1 dt dt) dt dt 
at t = 0 . 
This equation being satisfied for each choice of du(0)|dt and dv{0)|dt, we have 
a 22 a i = ~ai3> a3i = ~oc13, and the tangent projectivity of our mapVi is given by 
(2.35) Kvt = ~axE3 , Kv2 = E2 , & 3 = агЕх , 
we then have 
/ л ^ \ r ,d^i d £ 3 / du d ü \ ^ i 
(2.36 X — 1 = - « ! — +a,ls,- + S2-)E3. 
àt àt \ át àtJ 
Consider now the special curve y: I -+ D given by u = w0 + t, v = ü0, i.e., one of 
the curves of the net Jf passing through p0 = (w0, r0) є D. Then (always at t = 0) 
(2.37) J ^ = - a ^ 3 , K ^ = - ^ - + a^E*. 
du du 
Write down the equation 
Л2« Я 2 Р 3 ЯГ3 
(2.38) K ї Ц і = - f l l — + 2a151 — + ß 3 £ 3 + Í ^ E 1 + í2 2 £ 2 . 
du2 du2 du 
Inserting (2.25) into (1.23^, we easily see that 
(2.39) ^ + a,{s,-2r,) = bJ; 
du 
using this, we get 
(2.40) Q^ + Q2E
2 = p(2afE1 + bxE
2). 
/n P 2*, consider the curves Kvt(u0 + t, v0) and &(u0 + t, v0); by virtue of(2.37) 
and(2.26sz=2),theirprojectionsfromeachpointofthelinel = {CB
3, (2aJjS1 + bxE
2)} 
ua^e řfte contact of order 2 at t = 0. Each plane ofthe line 1 goes through the point 
(2.41) Xx = (bxvt - 2a\v2). 
Considering the point o2 instead of t)l5 taking the map v2: P 2 ^ P 2 * , t>2(p) *""* ®3(p)> 
and making the other necessary changes, we get the geometrical description of the 
point 
(2.42) %2 = (b5v2 - 2alv,) . 
Finally, 
(2.43) / 4 := ( t>! , t>2;^,3:0 = - І Ь і М Г ' Ь з " 1 , 
^5 := (*2, »i; * 2 , 2 2 ) = - i b 5 M 4 ^ 3 " 1 , 
which completes the fundamental set of invariants of the fourth order of our surface. 
Let p0 = (0, 0) є D, and consider the curves yx and y2 in P2 given by t^ = fli(0, p) 
and t>2 = r>2,(u, 0), respectively. We have 
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(2.44) v,(0, v) = Vl(p0) + ^M v + 1 ^ M * + o(v>) = 
dv 2 dv2 
= vt + (r2vt + в»з>» + 2 І І 7 2 + r^ + ^ Г 1 + ^ 3 ^ 2 + 
+ (2r2 + s2)^3}^2 + 0(u3), 
»2(и, 0) = v2(p0) + ^ 4 ^ M + °("2) = 2̂ + (si»2 + M) u 4- 0(u2) ; cu 
all the expressions are to be considered at p0. Let vt є t>ř and x e x e P2; the local 
coordinates of the point x are introduced by 
(2.45) x = xív1 + x2v2 + x3v3 ; 
the curves y± and y2 are thus given by 
(2.46) x1 = 1 + r2v + - № + r\ + b4gA v2 + 0(v3), 
x2 = \Ъъд2ѵ2 + 0(v3) , x3 = gv + i(2r2 + s2)<^2 + 0(u3) ; 
x1 = 0(u2), x2 = 1 + $!tt + 0(u2) , x3 = fu + 0(u2), 
respectively. It is easy to see that there is exactly one conic section in P2 having the 
contact of order 2 with y at Рі(р0) and the contact of order 1 with y2 at v2(p0)l 
this conic section is given by 
(2.47) b3(x3)2 - 2x1*2 = 0 , 
and it is called the Lie conic. It follows that the Lie conic has the contact of order 2 
with y2 at v2(po)-
From (1.16) (1.18) and (1.24) We see that theforms 
(2.48) q>:=a^^a>2, y:=b^co2, ф2:=Ь2(со1)2, ^4 :=Ь4(а)2)2 
are invariant; let us explain their geometrical interpretation. Let three curves 
7(0: (~~̂ > h) ~* & ^e giyen s u c n t n a t У{і)ІР) = ^o — (uo> vo) e 0\ let the curve y(i) 
be u = W(o(0' v = *4o(0- T n e n 
(2.49) M"ci>(')> fd)(0) = » i W + ^ ^ ' + 0(i2) = 
at 
iv,*M\ . , . 1 
+ 
|1 + (Г1Ё»Л + Г а ^й) ,Чо(^ в 1 
(a,/<^M + 0 (ř*)) У2 + (, Ы Э ř + 0(,>)) „з , 
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v2(uw(t), vM) = v2(po) + Щ^ t + 0{t>) = 
dř 
-(e*^ i + 0 ^U + . 
+H^+^'+**>h+ 
+ ( / ^ ' + < * * ) ) " 3 . 
гз(«(з)(0. "(3)(0) = »M + Щ^ t + 0(t2) = 
dř 
- | (v*a f f i + ^ * ^ , + o ( ^ + 
+ |(v4taffl + è l f*^), + 0 ( ^ + 
+ j l + (r, + , J * t o ® , + (r, + s , ) * r f ) , + 0(,')l г, . 
( dř dř J 
For a point ш є P2, denote by ntm the projection ofthe point ш from ^(р0) into the 
line {t>j(po), *k(Po)]J * i * fc Ф J- Then it is easy to see that 
(2.50) Q12(t) := (PiO>o), *2(P0)l *3»i(«u>(0> 0(O>(O)* ^3^2(w(2)(O' *(2>W)) = 
= a ^ / ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 0 ) , 2 ^ ^ 3 ^ 
dř dí 
<?ізО): = (»і(Ро).»зЫ; я2»і(и(і)(0.»»)(0)» яа9з(И(3)(0<і»(*^))) = 
= , Ëuafi) /ьз/^ш^ + ьл *Щ fi + o(ř3); 
dř V dř dř / 
в 2 з ( 0 : = = ( ^ ( Ы » з ( Р о ) ; ^ l ^ K a ) ( 0 * *(2>(0)> ^1^3("(3) (0 ' *(3) (0) ) = 
=/ d^M (bj^M + м ЫЩ ? + m . 
dř V dř dř / 
vu) dM<o(0) 8 dř 5м 
Let us write 
(2.51) í ( l ) : « , 
we get 








^ ® = 2o>%>) {b3 o>%,) + bA o>%>)} , 
^ ^ = 2 co%2)) {b2 o>%v) + b3 a>\t(3))} . 
dí 
Let us study the osculating quadrics ofour surface. Let y: (-h, h) -+ D be a curve, 
y(0) = p0; let y be given by u = u(t), v = v{t); p0 = (u(0), v(0)). Because of 
UìTt ОТУ1 
(2.53) — - fVí , — = gv2 
cu dv 
we get 






2u(0) t ч â
2v(0) , 0 2 л / ... + / ^ ~ ; » і Ы + в ^ ~ ѵ2ІРо) > *2 + 0(t3) ; d r d r J 
we have used the identity df|dv +fr2 = 0 following from dco1 = со1 л co{. For 
apointZe Л3 let us introduce the local coordinates by 
(2.55) X = m{po) + Xі vx(p0) + X2 v2(p0) + X3 v3(p0); 
for the curve (2.54) we have 
<-) *-<Ф+№+*Ш+*№ 
+/шу + т, 
' - Ї « + Ш + Є + ^ 
+f^^+w. 
Х з = / ^ ) < Ц ф 






The general quadric being given by 
(2.57) AtjX*X* + A&1 + A = 0 , 
it is easy to see that the most general osculating quadric, i.e., the quadric having the 
contact of order 2 with (2.54) for each curve y, is given by 
(2.58) ^33(^X"3)2 + 2A^(X*X2 - X3) + 2A13XlX3 + 2A23X2X3 = 0 . 
Introducing, in the projective extension A3 u P2 ofv43, the homogeneous coordinates 
by 
(2.59) Xі = xl\x° , Xі = x2jx° , X3 = x3lx° , 
we get it in the form 
(2.60) ^33(x3)2 + 2A12(xxx2 - x°x3) + 2A13xlx3 + 2А2Ъх2х3 = 0 . 
Its intersection with the improper plane P2 is given by (2.60) and x0 = 0, i.e., 
(2.61) A33(x3)2 + 2A^x2 + 2A13xxx3 + 2A23x2x3 = 0 . 
By definition, the Lie quadric is the osculating quadric intersecting P 2 in the Lie 
conic (2.47); its equation is 
(2.62) b3(X3)2 - 2XXX2 + 2X3 = 0 . 
We easily see that it is a paraboloid for b3 = 0; for b3 Ф 0, its center is m — b3lv3. 
Using the spacialization (l.28), we get the geometrical description of the normal 
vector v3. 
Let us suppose (1.28), and let us recall (1.38) and (1.40). One of the Laplace 
transforms of 9^ (or 9Î2) defined in (2.9) is the point vx (or x>2), the other one is 
situated on the line {9?1? U j (or {9Î2, H2}, respectively) with 
(2.63) Ui = (c1vi + axv2) , U2 = (a4vx + c2^2) ; 
indeed, 
(2.64) t2(b2vt - axv3) = 3 co\(t2) {b2v1- axv3) - г,(с1ѵ1 + a\vi) > 
t1(b4V2 - a4v3) = 3 œ22{t1)(bAv2 -a4v3) - в'(а4ѵх + c2v2). 
Thus we get the geometric characterization of the invariants 
(2.65) h := (t>u r>2; фІ9 Ux) - b^(s'a^1 , 
*7 : = (*2> t>i; * 2 , U 2 ) = ^ ( e ' ^ ) " 1 . 
It is easy to calculate 
(2.66) t2(cxvx + ^1^2) = 
= 2 œî(f2)(ci0i + а ^ 2 ) + (c12 + дха4) t;1 + b2v2 + c\v2 ; 
let 
(2.67) 33 := ř2Ui n {vu v3} = ((c2c12 + a^4C2 - aJ>2) vl + cxc2v3) . 
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Now, 
(2.68) / 8 := (t)l5 »3; « і , 93) = - / Л « ' " 1 ' « + ' 2 " / l / 7 " 1 ) ' 
which gives the geometrical description ofthe invariant c12. 
3. In this section we present one example of a hyperbolic surface. 
Definition. Let m: D ~> A3 be a surface. It is called transitive if, for each p, q e D, 
there is an affine mapping s/Ptq: A3 ~> A3 and neighborhoods Up9 Uq c D of the 
points p and q, respectively, such that s/pq o m|ü p = wi|üe. 
Proposition 2. Lei m: .D -^ A3 be a transitive hyperbolic non-maximal surface 
with It + 1, I2 =f= 0 and Z1 = v>2, 2 2 =
 p i - T'Aen iftere is, ш Л3 , a fixedframe 
{0;vt,v2,v3} generating the coordinates of a point PeA3 by P = 0 + xv t + 
+ yv2 4- zv3 and such that m(D) is a part of the surface 
(3.1) (x2 + y 2 )z = l . 
Proof. Because ofthe suppositions and (2.8), (2.16), (2.41) and (2.42) we have 
(3.2) b3 Ф 0 , ataA Ф 0 , b2bA Ф b\ ; 
(3.3) bx = 0 , b5 = 0 . 
It follows from (1.18) that we may choose the frames of our surface in such a way 
that 
(3.4) a± = a4 = 1 ; 
then a = ß = 1, and the functions bt are invariants. Our surface being transitive, 
all itsinvariants must be constant. 
First of all, let us determine all transitive hyperbolic surfaces (thus we do not take 
into account the equations (3.3)). From (l.23), (3.4) and bt є R we get 
(3.5) co\ = - i ( 2 b i + bA) col - l (2b2 + b5) co2 , 
©2 = -i(bi + 2b4) co1 - i(b2 + 2b5) co2 , 
a>l = b2col + b3co2 , col = b3col + ^4^ 2 • 
Inserting these relations into (l.25), we obtain 
(3.6) 2Ь2Ь4 - bx(b2 + bs) = 9(Ьз - 1) , 
ЗЬ3(Ьі + b4) - 2b2(2b2 + b5) = - 3 b 4 , 
2b4(bi + 2fe4) - 3b3(b2 + b5) = 3b2 , 
b5(b1 + b4) - 2Ь2Ь4 = 9(1 - 63) . 
Thus each transitive hyperbolic surface is given by the completely integrable system 
(3.7) dm = coíví 4* с Л 2 ; d ^ = со\ѵх + co1^ + co2r3 , 
dv2 = œ2v1 + colv2 + c0^3 , dü3 = colví + co\v2 + (coJ + со2) г3 , 
where co}, co2, c03, c03 are given by (3.5) and the invariants bt є R satisfy (3.6). 
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Now, suppose (3.3). The equations (3.6) reduce to 
(3.8) 2b4b4 = 9(b3 - 1), ЪЪЪЪА - АЪ\ = -ЗЬ4 , Ab\ - ЪЪ2ЪЪ = ЪЪ2. 
From (3.8^ we obtain 
(3.9) b3 = i b 2 V + l , 
and inserting this into (3.82j3), we have 
(3.10) Ь2ЪІ-6ЪІ=-9Ъ4, 6bl~b22b4 = 9b2. 
Multiplying the first equation by b2, the second by b4 and adding, we get b2 = b4; 
(3.10^ reduces then to b\ - 6b2 + 9b2 = 0 with the solutions b2 = 0 and b2 = 3. 
In the case b2 = 3, we have ft4 = 3 and b3 = 3, see (3.9), i.e., Ix = 1, a contradic­
tion. Thus 
(3.11) fe2 = b4 = 0 , b 3 - l , 
and the system (3.7) reduces to 
(3.12) dm = co1vl + co2v2 ; d^ = со1ѵ2 + с Л 3 , dtf2 = °>2^і + ю^з » 
dtf3 = u>^i + û>2^2 • 
The system (3.12) being completely integrable, it is sufficient to findone of its 
solutions. It is easy to see that we may take 
(3.13) m = 0 + u cos vv1 + u sin vv2 + w~
2v3 ; v3 = m — 0 , 
vi = iw( c o s v ~ V(3) sin v) vt — ^w(sin v 4- V(3) cos v) v2 + u~
2v3 , 
2̂ = —2M(cos v + V(3) sin v) Vi — 2-w(sin y — V(3) cos #) v2 + u~
2v3 , 
which satisfies (3.12) with 
(3.14) co1 = -(u-*du + iV(3)dt;), ш2 - - ( w " U u - iV(3)dr ) ; 
here, u > 0, v e R. Ofcourse, the point m is then situated on the surface (3.l). QED. 
Problem. Determine all transitive hyperbolic surfaces. 
ELLIPTIC CASE 
4. Similarly, let us study elliptic surfaces m: D ̂  A3 having no real asymptotic 
vectors. With each point m(p), pє D, let us associated a frame {m; eu e2, e3) ; we have 
(4.1) dm = i ^ i , det = x{eì ; iJ,... = 1, 2, 3 , 
with the integrability conditions 
(4.2) dT1' = TJ л x) , dt] = x\ A x{ . 
Similarly to the case ofthe hyperbolic surfaces, it is possible to show that the frames 
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may be chosen in such a way that 
(4.3) T3 = 0 ; x\ = T1 , x2 
with the differential consequences 
(4.4) (2x{ - т|) л xx + (т2 + т*) л T2 = 0, 
(x2 + T2) л T1 + (2t^ - т|) л T2 = 0 . 
Once again, it may be proved that the frames may be chosen such that there 
functions A2, A3: D -^ R and the equations (4.4) are satisfied if we take 
(4.5) 2x\ - T3 = -Л3Т1 + A2x2 , x\ + x\ = A2xl + A3x2 , 
2т| - Тз = Аъхх - A2x2 . 
Introducing the auxiliary form 
(4.6) c > : = i W - ^ ) , 
we may write 
(4.7) x\ = i ( t | - Л3Т1 + ^[2т2) , T2 = i ( t | + Л3Т1 - Л2т2) , 
T? = i(^2i1 + Аъх2) + ф , xi = i ( ^ T 1 + Л3т2) - q>. 
The differentiation of (4.5) yields the equalities 
(4.8) ~(dA3 - \Аъх\ + 3A2q> - ЗТ3) л т1 + 
+ (d^2 - і^2тз - 3АъЯ> + Тз) л x2 = 0 , 
(d^2 - \А2х\ - ЗЛ2^ + T3) л Xі + 
+ (d^3 - %А3х\ + 3A2ç + Тз) л x2 = 0 , 
(d^3 - \Аъх\ + ЪА2ц> + Тз) л x1 -
- (d^2 - \А2х\ - ЗА3ц> - Зт2) л x2 = 0 , 
and the existence offunctions Bl9..., B5: D ^ R such that 
(4.9) - d ^ 3 + ÌA3xl - 3A2q> + 3xl = #i*1 + В2т2 , 
áA2 - \А2х\ - 3A3ç + х\ = В2хг + В3т2 , 
d^3 - i^3T3 + 3A2<P + А = Въхх + В4т2 , 
-di42 + \А2х\ + ЗЛ3ф + Ъх\ = В4т* + В5т2 , 
i.e., 
(4.10) т* = 1{ВХ + В3) т1 + І(В2 + В4) т2 , 
T3 = i ( ^ 2 + ^ 4 ) ^ + i ( B 3 + B 5 ) T 2 , 
dA2 - ІЛ2т* - ЗЛзФ = І(ЗВ2 ~ B4) *1 + І(ЗВ3 - B5) x2 , 
d^3 - P3T3 4- ЪА2ср = І(ЗВ3 - ВО т1 + І(ЗВ4 - В2) т2 . 
If we write 
(4.11) Dßx := dßj - Btx
3
3 - 4B2q>, DB2 := âB2 - B2x\ + (Bt - 3B3) q> , 
DB3 := dB3 - B3x
3
3 + 2(B2 - BA) <p , 
DB4 := dJ34 - B4x
3 + (ЗЯ3 - Bs) <P , DB5 := dB5 - B5x3 + 4B^<p, 
the prolongation of (4.10) is 
(4.12) (DBt + Dß3) л т1 + (Dß2 + DB4) л т2 = 
= {А3(В2 + ß4) + \A2(BÍ - B5)} x1 л т2 , 
(DB2 + Ш 4 ) л т1 + (D53 + Dß5) л т2 = 
= {iA3(Bt - В5) - A2(B2 + BA)} т1 л т2 , 
(3Dß2 - Dß4) л Xі + (3DJ33 - DJ35) л т2 = 
= -2lA3(Bí + 2B3 + Bs - 4A\ - 4Al) x1 л т2 , 
(3Dß3 - Dßx) л т1 + (3Dß4 - Ш 2 ) л т2 = 
= іМві + 2Вз + в5 - 4А1 - *A) *1 л x2 . 
Let us complexify our affine space A3 and its improper plane P2. With each point 
m(p) of our surface let us associate the frame 
(4.13) t>! := e1 - ie2 , v2 := et + ic2 , v3 := 2e3 ; 
for these frames we get the equations 
(4.14) dm = tí>1v1 + m2v2 ; dvt = m\vl + cojv2 + a>2v3 , 
dv2 = colui + co2ť2 + co1v3 , dt>3 = ш3Ух + ю\ѵ2 + co3ť3 
with 
(4.15) co[ = ixl + щ , co22 = m\ , co33 = xl , tí>\ = т3 + іт̂  , co3 = <ö\ , 
(4.16) a>\ = - ( Л 3 + L42) <u1 , co2 = ю2 . 
Comparing them with (1.20) and (1.23), we have 
(4.17) at = -(A2 + iA2), a4 = St ; 
(4.18) b t = i (ß t - 6ß3 + B5) + i(ß4 - B2) , 
b2 = І(ВІ - B5) - | i (ß2 + Б 4 ) , 
Ъ3 = i(5i + 2В3 + В5), Ь4 = Ъ2 , Ъ5 = Бі . 
The invariants (2.8), (2.16), (2.19) and (2.43) are then 
(4.19) h = ЪгЬ2Ь32 , h = a,a,b;1 , I3 = З ^ І М з ^ ) " 1 , 
n=h, h = -ibihiafc)-1, h=h, 
and we get the real-valued invariants 
(4.20) Jt:*h, J2:=I2, J3:=I3+I'3, / 4 : = / 4 + / 5 , J s : = i ( / 4 - / 5 ) . 
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The invariant forms (2.481>2) are 
(4.21) cp = i{Al + Al){Vy + (x>Y}, 
ф = i(B, + 2B3 + B5) {{x1)2 + (x2)2} ; 
from (2.48з)4) we get the real-valued invariantforms 
(4.22) 4> := ф2 + ^ = i(Bt - B5) {(г1)2 - (т2)2} + ±{B2 + B4) тЧ 2 , 
T •= і(ф2 - ф4) = І(В2 + BA) {(т1)2 - (т2)2} - l(B> - В5) тЧ 2 . 
In the improper plane P1 we introduce the local coordinates by 
(4.23) x e ?в1 + ?e2 + Єе3 . 
Comparing them with (2.45) and (4.13), we have 
(4.24) x1 = i ( i 1 + i{2) , x2 = i ( i 1 - i ť ) . * 3 = H3 , 
and the equation of the Lie conic (2.47) is 
(4.25) (Š1)2 + (^2)2 - i(B, + 2B3 + B5) (Є)2 = 0 . 
Let us suppose that the Lie conic is regular at each point (such a surface will 
be called non-maximal); we are then in the position to choose the frames in such 
a way that 
(4.26) B± + 2B3 + B5 = - 8 e , e = ± 1 ; 
а = 1 in the case of an imaginary Lie conic, e = — 1 in the real case. Define B0: D ^ 
^ R by 
(4.27) Bt = B0 ~ Въ ~ 4e , B5 = -(jB0 + B3 + 4e) . 
Then the equations (4.121>2) reduce to 
(4.28) {dB0 - Б0т^ - 2(B2 + B4) cp + 4еті} л т1 + 
+ {d(£2 + # 4 ) - (B2 + В4) х\ + 2В0ф} л т2 = 
= {А3(В2 + В4) + А2В0] т1 л т 2 , 
{d(B2 + В4) - (Б2 + В4) 4 + 2В0ф} л т1 -
- {d#o - #о*з - 2(В2 + Б4) ф - 4етз} л т2 = 
= {А3В0 - А2(В2 + Б4)} т1 л т2 ; 
this yield the existence of functions C l s C2: D ^ Й such that 
(4.29) т* = CtTl + С2т2 . 
Define 
(4.30) T : = ^ + i(C,T1 - Q T 2 ) ; 
then 
(4.31) dr1 = - г 2 л T , d t 2 = г1 л г . 
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From (4.29) we have 
(4.32) (dCi - C2x) л T1 + (dC2 + Сух) л x2 = 0 , 
and consequently, 
(4.33) dC, - С2т = Cut 1 + C12x2 , dC2 + Cxx = С^т1 + С22т2 . 
On our surface m: D ^ A3 let us consider the metric, see (4.21), 
(4.34) ds* := iM = ( r ^ + (*2)2-
The Gauss curvature x of ds2 is given, because of (4.31), by 
(4.35) dt = -xT1 л x2 , 
and a direct calculation gives the following 
Proposition 3. (Theorema egregium) We have 
(4.36) 2x = 2e + A\ + A\ + CnC22. 
With the use of (4.27) and (4.30), the equations (4.10) take the form 
(4.37) x\ = i(B0 - 4e) x1 + \{B2 + B4) *2 > 
T3 = i (^2 + ^ ) T 1 - i ( B o + 4 e )^> 
(4.38) d^2 - ЗЛ3т = i(3B2 - B4 + 2^2Ci - 6A3C2) xl + 
+ i(4B3 + B0 + 4г + 242C2 + 6A3Ct) x2 , 
d^3 + ЗЛ2т = i(4ß3 - B0 + 4e + 2A3Ct + 6A2C2) x1 + 
+ i(3ß4 - B2 + 2Л3С2 - 6А2Су) x2 . 
Inserting into (4.12), we get 
(4.39) {dB0 - 2(B2 + Bt) x} л т1 + {d(ß2 + BA) + 2В0х} л x2 = 
= {А3(В2 + В4) + А2В0 +4еС2} Xі л x2, 
{d(B2 + В4) + 2В0х} A x1 - {dB0 - 2(В2 + B4) t} A x2 = 
= {А3В0 - А2(В2 + В4) - 4aCi) т1 л т2 ; 
(4.40) {3dB2 - dß4 + 2(B0 - 8В3 - 8e) *} л т ' + 
+ {4dB3 + dßo + 2(3ß2 - 5ß4) т} л x2 = 
« {6Л3(2е + А\ + А2) + 2(Bo - 2В3 - 2e) d - 4В4С2} т1 л т2 , 
{4dß3 - dß0 + 2(5B2 - 3ß4) т} л x1 + 
+ {3dß4 - dß2 + 2(B0 + 8В3 + 8e) x) л x2 = 
= {-бЛ2(28 + Л2 + Л2) + 4В2СХ + 2(В0 + 2ß3 + 2e) С2} т1 л x . 
From (4.33), 
(4.41) (dCn - 2С12) л г1 + {dC12 + ( C u - C22) t} л т2 = кС2х1 л t2 , 
{dC12 + ( C u - C22) t} л т1 + (dC22 + 2С12т) л x2 = - * C ^ 1 л ґ 
І44 
and 
(4.42) d C u - 2 С 1 2 т = С , , , : 1 + С 1 1 2 т 2 , 
d C 1 2 H" ( ^ 1 1 ~~ ^22y ^ ~ ^ 1 2 1 T ^" ^ 1 2 2 T > 
d C 2 2 H" 2 G 1 2 T ~ ^ 2 2 1 ^ H" v^222^ 
with 
(4.43) C12i — C112 = xC2 , C122 — C221 = xCt . 
5. Let us study several objects associated with an elliptic surface m: D ^> A3. 
Let the frames be chosen in such a way that (4.3), (4.7) and (4.10) are valid. Given 
an arbitrary point ^0 є D, there is its coordinate neighborhood U c D such that 
we may write, on U, 
(5.1) T1 =fdu , T2 = g dv , ^ = gLdu + £2 d^ , т3 == oY dw + cr2 dz; ; 
/ = f(u, v),..., a2 = ö-2(w, t;) ; fg ф 0 . 
Then 
tr ы\ дт r dm 
(5.2) 7 ~ = / ť ? 1 > 7~ = ^ 2 ' 
dw дѵ 
^ - = i( f f l - Л3/) ^ + І(Л2 / + 2Ql) e2 + / e 3 , ou 
~Г = K°"2 + Ai9) et + i(A3g + lQ2) e2 , 
dv 
^T = Í(A2f ~ 2Qi) ei + K*1 + ^ з / ) *2 , 
ČW 
V і = i(^30 - 2g2) e1 + i(a2 - A2g) e2 + #e3 . 
dv 
Inserting into 
(5.3) dT1 = т 1 л т} + т 2 л т2 , dT2 = т 1 л т 2 + т 2 л т 2 , 
we get 
(5.4) Ц- = -Ш - ві0 , ^ = -iPig + Qj. 
дѵ ou 
Let y : ( - h , h) ^> D be a curve with y(0) = p 0 ; let у be given by u = u(r), г = r ( / ) . 
W e have 
(5.5) m(u(t), v(t)) = m + ( /« '^ + 0w'e2) t + 
2 [{2 ( 2 fu + *1' + Л з / 2 ) Єі + Í(^2/2 + W ) Єі + /2ЄЗ} U'2 + 
+ {(A2fg - 2Qlg) et + (A3fg + 2gJ) e2) u'v' + 
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+ I 
+ h(A3Q2 - 2дд2) ex + -J2^ + a2g - А2Ле2 + д2еЛ v'2 + 
+ fu"ei + QV"eA t2 + 0(t3) , 
where all expressions on the right-hand side are to be calculated at t = 0 and 
u' = du(0)jdt,..., v" = d2u(0)/di2. Introducing the local coordinates Xі with respect 
to the frame {m; eu e2, e3) at the point m(p0) by 
(5.6) X = m + Xxex + X2e2 + X3e3 , 
we may write m(u(r), v(t)) as 
(5.7) Xі = fu't + - \(гЦ. + aJ + A3f2) u'2 + 2(A2fg - 2від) uV + 
4 | \ 8u J 
+ (A3g2 - 2Q2g) v'2 + 2fu'\ t2 + 0(t3) , 
X2 = gv't + \\{A2f2 + 2QJ) u'2 + 2{AJg + 2gJ) u'v' + 
+ [2^- +a2g -A2Q2\v'2 +2g v"\ t2 + 0(t3), 
X3 = \{f2u'2 + g2v'2) t2 + 0(t3). 
Consider a quadric given by 
(5.8) AUX'XJ + AtX' + A = 0. 
We get an osculating quadric of our surface m: D ^ A3 as follows: we insert (5.7) 
into (5.8); then the terms at r0,11, t2 must be equal to zero for each choice ofM',..., v". 
We easily find that the most general osculating quadric is given by 
(5.9) (X1)2 + {X2)2 + A33{X3)2 + 2(A^X1 + A23X2 - 1) X3 = 0. 
In the projective extension A3 u P2 of A3, consider the homogeneous coordinates 
Xі - £ l '/Š°; then t h e intersection of(5.9) with P2 is 
(5.10) {Є)2 + {Є)2 + Hs3<f + 2А13Є + 2А23Є) Є = 0 . 
Let the Lie quadric be defined as the osculating quadric intersecting P2 in the Lie 
conic (4.25); the equation of the Lie quadric is 
(5.11) (X1)2 + (X2)2 - i(B, + 2B3 + B5) (X3)2 - IX3 = 0 . 
It is easy to see that the Lie quadric is a paraboloid ifand only if2^ + 2B3 + B5 = 0. 
Let us suppose, for a moment, that our surface is non-maximal. Then we may 
choose the frames in such a way that we have (4.26). It is easy to see that the center S 
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ofthe Lie quadric (5.11) is 
(5.12) S = m + se3 ; 
this gives the geometrical construction of the normal vector e3. 
Let us now return to a general elliptic surface. Denote by N the normal bundle of m 
(formed by the affine normal straight lines) and by T its tangent planes bundle. For 
a vector v є V3 and a point m(p) we may write 
(5.13) v = vTp + vNp; vTpeTp, vNpeNp; 
let us introduce the projections 
(5.14) prNp:V3^Np9 prTp:V3^Tp by p r > ) = *J , prTp(v) = vTp. 
Proposition 4. Lei m: D ~> Л3 be an elliptic surface with the associatedframes 
satisfying (4.3), (4.7) and (4.10). Then the N-valued quadraticform 
(5.15) d ^ : = { ( t ^ + ( T 2 ) 2 } ^ 
on D is invariant. Let pe D, tpe Tp(D) and let y: (-h, h) ~> D be a curve such 
that y(0) = p, dy(d/di|o) = tp; we have 
(5.16) prJ ( ^ ^ [ J = «*W + (AQ)2} e3(p). 
Proof. Because of(5.5), 
(5.17) ^ = | i (2 £ + ffl/ - Лз /Л и'2 + (Л2Л - lQ,g) u'v' + 
+ i(A^-2Q^)v^+fu"le,+ 
+ h(A2f2 + 2gJ) u'2 + {AJg + lQj) u'v' + 
+ \ Í2 dfv e2g - A2gA v'2 + gv'\ e2 + ( / V 2 + g2v'2) e3 
with 
(5.!8) (, = » . l + ,ieT,(fl), , _ « 3 . , _ a 4 5 , 
du cw dř àt 
the curve y being given by u = w(i), ü = f(ř). From (5 1 2 ) we obtain 
(5.19) co\tp) = u'f, co2(tp) = v'f. 
QED. 
Proposition 5. Let m: D ^ A3 be an elliptic surface. Then the N-valued cubic 
form 
(5.20) x{o>\ co2) := -i{A,(co1)3 - ЪА^со1)2 co2 ~ 3A3col(co2)2 + A2(co2)3} e3 
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on D is invariant, and we have 
v/dWrt) <"" ^ ( ^ J - ^ { s ( ^ ^ J } - ^ ^ 
/ o r ifce notation, see Proposition 4. 
Proof. We complete (5.2) by 




= І(В2 + B4) ^ ! + i ( ß 3 + ß 5) 0*2 + *2*3 
From (5.17), we get (in the obvious, nevertheless simplified notation) 
(5.23) pr" ^ = ì | ( б / 1 + 3<rt/2 - Л 3 / 3 ) u'3 + 3(Л 2 / 2 ^ - 2Qj9) t*'V + 
+ 3(A3fg2 + 2eJg)u'v'2 + Ug^- + Ъа2д2 - А2дЛѵ'3 + 
+ 6 /Vu" + 6g2v'v"\ e3 , 
(5.24) p'"{i(<f)}-pr"{^[(/v + 9v^3]} = 
= ІЫ— + <Ti/ 2V 3 - 2gJgu'*v' + 2Ô2fgu'v'2 + 
{<+•*)< + ( 2g Î2 + a2<?2 ) u'3 + 2 / V u " + 232« V'J *з , 
and the proof is (almost) complete. QED. 
Now, let m: D ~> Л3 be a non-щахітаІ surface, i.e., we suppose that the associated 
frames satisfy in addition (4.26), (4.27) and (4.29); e3 is the normal vector. Then 




i(B2 + B4) flr^ - i (B 0 + 4e) #e2 + C2ge3 
Proposition 6. Lei m: D ~+ Л3 be a non-maximal elliptic surface. Then the 
l-form 
(5.30) ^ ( t S T 2 ) : = CiT1 + С2т 
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on D is invariant, and we have (in the notation of Proposition 4), 
(5.31) rf(**ME 
di 
) = ^\tp),rHtp))e3(p). 
t = 0/ 
P r o o f follows immediately from (5.29). QED. 
Proposition 7. Let m: D ^ A3 be a non-maximal elliptic surface. Then the 
quadratic form 
(5.32) ^(т 1 , т2) := Bo(T1)2 + 2(ß2 + Я4) тЧ 2 - В0(т2)2 
on D is invariant. Let ds2 be the metric (4.34) induced on D, and let < , > be the 




Proof. We have 
P r, 
•(deMm \ 





(5.34) p r r ^ = i{ (ß 0 - 4e)/« ' + (B2 + B4) gv'} e, + 
dt 
dm 
+ Ì{(B2 + Bt)fu' - (B0 + 4e) gv') e2 , — = fu'et + gv'e2 , 
àt 
and the proof now consists in direct verification of (5.33). QED. 
Let us investigate the following problem: on a domain D c Й2, let forms 
(5.35) ds2 = (т1)2 + (т2)2 , 
Ф = ^ ( т 1 ) 3 - 3 ^ ( i 1 ) 2 т2 - ЪА3х\т2)2 + А2(т2)3 ; A\ + Л2 * 0 , 
and further, e = ± 1 be given. Is there a non-maximal elliptic surface m: D ~> A3 
(at least locally, i.e., a surface m: D' ^ A3 with D' c D) such that (7.1i) is its affine 
metric and % = — \Фе3Ч For the definition of %, see (5.20). 
Thus the l-forms т1, т2 as well as the functions A2, A3: D ^ R are given. From 
(4.31), we may determine the 1-form % and the Gauss curvature x. The left-hand 
sides of(4.38) are known; we may rewrite (4.38) as 
(5.36) dA2 — ЗА3т = PiT1 + p2x2 , dv43 4- ЗЛ2т = p3T1 4- р4т2 
with p r : i) ~> Й known. Comparing (4.38) and (5.36), we get 
(5.37) B2 = fPl + i p 4 + 2Л3С2 , # 4 = iPi + t p 4 + 2 ^ 2 C t , 
#з = \Vi + ІРз - £ - ^2<^2 - Л3СХ , 
ß 0 = 2p2 - 2p3 + 2Л2С2 - 2А3СХ . 
The exterior differentiation of (5.36) yields 
(5.38) {dPi - (p2 + Зрз) т} л т1 + {dp2 + (Pí - 3p4) т} л т2 = 
= ЪА3хтх л т2 , 
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{dp3 + (3pt - p4) *} л т1 + {dp4 + (p3 + 3p2) *} A T2 = 
= — ЪА2хх1 л т2 ; 
Cartan's lemma implies the existence of (known) functions ptJ: D ^ R such that 
(5.39) dpi - (p2 + Зрз) x = рцт1 + р12т2 , 
dp2 + {Pi - 3p4) т = Ргі*1 + Р22*2 > 
dp3 + (Зрі - Р4) т = РмТ1 + Рзг*2 > 
dP4 + (рз + зр2) т = P4i^1 + р42*2 ; 
(5.40) р21 - р12 = ЪА3к , р32 - P4i = ЪА2х • 
From (5.37) we find, using (4.33), 
(5.41) dB0 - 2(В2 + В4) т = 
= 2(p2i - Рзі - РзСі + PtC2 - Ä3Cn + A2Cí2)xl + 
+ 2(p22 - P32
 _ P4Ci + p2C2 + A2C22 — A3C12) T , 
d(B2 + B4) + 2B0x = 
= 2(pu + p4 1 + PlCt + p3C2 + A2Cít + A3Cí2)x
l + 
+ 2(p12 + p4 2 + P2C1 + p4C2 + A2CÍ2 + A3C22) T
2 ; 
A3(B2 + B4) + A2B0 + 4eC2 = 
= 2{(P2 - Рз) A2 + (Pl + p4) A3 + (Al + A\ + 2e) C2} , 
A3B0 - A2(B2 + B4) - 4eCi = 
= 2{(p2 - pa) A3 - (px + p4) A2 - (A2, + A% + 2e) C j . 
Inserting these into (4.39) we get 
(5.42) i 2 ( C u - C22) + 243C12 + (Pi + p4) Ct + 
+ (Рз - P2 - ^42 - Al - 2e) C2 = 
= Qi • = P22 - P11 - P4i - Рзг + (Pz - Ръ) A2 + (Pi + P4) A3 > 
A3(Ctl - C22) - 2A2C12 + 
+ (Рз - P2 + A\ + A\ + 2e) Cl - (Pi + p4) C2 = 
= Ч2 := P2i - Рзі + Ріг + P42 - (Pi + P*)A2 + (p2 - p3)A3 , 
Qu 4.2 being again known functions. Further, 
(5.43) 3dB2 - dB4 + 2(B0 - 8B3 - 8s) x = 
= 2(2pu - РіС, + 3p3C2 - A2CU + 3A3Cl2)xl + 
+ 2(2p12 - p2C1 + 3p4C2 - A2Cl2 + ЪА3С22) x2 , 
4áB3 + dB0 + 2(3B2 - 5B4) x = 
= 2{2Plí - 3p3C, - PlC2 - A2C12 - 3A,C^)x
1 + 
+ 2(2p22 - 3p4Cj - p2C2 - A2C22 - 3A3C12)x
2 , 
4áB3 - dB0 + 2(5B2 - ЪВА) x = 
= 2(2p31 - p3C1 - 3PlC2 - A3Clt - 3A2Cí2)xl + 
+ 2(2p32 - pA.Cí - 3p2C2 - 3A2C22 - A3CÍ2) x
2 , 
3dB4 - áB2 + 2(B0 + 8B3 + 8e) x = 
= 2(2p41 + 3p1C1 - p3C2 + 3A2Clt - A3C12) x
1 + 
+ 2(2p42 + 3p2Ct - p4C2 + 3A2Cl2 - A3C22) x
2 ; 
inserting from these equalities into (4.40), we get identities. Using (5.42) and (4.36), 
we are in the position to evaluate 
(5.44) CtJ = r y d + r\fi2 + r'!j ; i,j = 1, 2 ; 
with known functions rtj, r\p r"y. D -+ R. Inserting into (4.41) we get two linear 
equations for Cl5 C2; thus C1? C2 are known. As integrability conditions we have 
(4.32). 
Hence we see that we can (in principle) determine a non-maximal elliptic surface 
by its metric and cubic forms; nevertheless, this method is not very effective. 
GLOBAL THEOREMS 
6. Before presenting global theorems, let us introduce the following 
Definition. Let m: D -+ A3 be a non-maximal elliptic surface. Then m є Cl(^7) if, 
on D, 
(6.1) Cx = C2 = 0; 
m є C1(#) if, on D, 
(6.2) B0 = B2 + B4 = 0 . -
The geometrical meaning of these conditions is given in Propositions 6 and 7 
respectively. The following proposition is trivial because of (4.39): 
Proposition 8. Let m є C1(#); then m є C1(#). 
In whatfollows, m is supposed to be non-maximal and elliptic. 
Theorem 1. Let D be compact and orientable, m: D -> A3 a surface with s = 1. 
Let 6f(m) denote its surface area with respect to its metric (4.34). Then 
(6.3) Sr{m) = \D x dv - iJD (A\ + A\) dv , dv : = т1 л т2 . 
Proof. Consider the l-form Q:= *T3 = —С2тх + C^2, * being the Hodge 
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operator with respect to ds2. Then, using (4.36), 
(6.4) di2 = ( C n + C22) dv = (2x - 2 - A\ - A\) dv , 
and (6.3) follows from the Stokes theorem. QED. 
Theorem 2. Let D he compact and orientable, m: D ^ A3 a surface with e = 1. 
Let x ^ 1 on D. Then m(D) is an ellipsoid. 
Proof. From §DdQ = 0 we have 
(6.5) 2iD(x-l)dv = fD(A22 + Al)dv. 
The supposition x ^ 1 on D implies 
(6.6) x = 1 
and 
(6.7) A2 = Л3 - 0 . 
This and (4.38) imply 
(6.8) 3B2 - B4 = 0 , 4Б3 + Б 0 + 4 = 0 , ЗЯ4 - # 2 = 0 , 
4Б3 - Б 0 + 4 = 0 , 
i.e., by virtue of(4.27), 
(6.9) Bo = 0, # ! = - 3 , B2 = 0, B3=-1, B4 = 0, B5=-3. 
Thus meCl(J*) and, according to Proposition 8, m є C1(^), and we have (6.1). 
Because of (4.30) and (4.7), (4.10), our surface is given by the system 
(6.10) dm = т1е1 + x2e2 ; det = xe2 + тге3 , de2 = — те1 4- т2еъ , 
de3 = —T1^! — т2е2 • 
Because of (4.31), this system is completely integrable. It is therefore sufficient to 
find one solution of (6.10), any other one being an affine transformation of the 
former. Let {0;EuE2,E3} be a fixed frame in Л3 . Then, with ae<0,27r>, ße 
є <0, 2я>, 
(6.11) m = О + sin a sin ßEx + cos a sinßE2 + cos ßE3 , 
ex — cos aEx ~- sin a£ 2 ? 
e2 — sin a cos ßEx + cos a cos ßE2 — sin ß £ 3 , v3 — O — m 
satisfy (6.10) with 
(6.12) x * = s i n ^ d a , T2 = d ß , r = - c o s ß d a . 
Introducing the affine coordinates by m = O + XE^ + Y£2 + ZE3, we see that 
the point m is situated on the „sphere" X2 + Y2 + Z2 = 1. QED. 
Theorem 3. Let D c R2 be a bounded domain, dD its boundary, m: D -* A3 
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a surface with s = 1. and let x ^ —1 on D Further, let <% == 0 on dD. Then m(D) 
is a part of a hyperboloid. 
Proof. We get, compare (6.4), 
(6.13) 0 - jdD Q = JD Q = \D (2x + 2 - A\ - Al) dv , 
which implies (6.7). From (4.38) we have 
(6.14) 3B2 - Б 4 = 0 , 4Б3 + B0 - 4 = 0 , 4B3 - B0 - 4 = 0 , 
ЗБ4 - Я2 = 0 , 
i.e., 
(6.15) Во = 0; Ві = 3, В2 = 0, В3 = 1 , Я4 = 0 , Bz = 3. 
Once again, we have (6.1) using Proposition 8, and our surface is given by a com­
pletely integrable system 
(6.16) dm = т1е1 + т2е2 ; de1 = те2 + т1е3 , de2 = —т^ + т2е3 , 
de3 = т1е1 + т2е2 • 
Similarly to the proof of the preceding theorem, consider 
(6.17) m = 0 + sin cc sinh ßE± + cos a sinh ßE2 + cosh ßE3 , 
ex = cos aEx — sin a£ 2 , e2 = sin a cosh jSu^ + cos a cosh ßE2 + 
+ sinh jS£3 , e3 = m — О 
with a є <0, 27i>, ß e R. Then the equations (6.16) are satisfied if we take 
(6.18) T 1 = s i n h j S d a , T2=dß, r = - c o s h j 5 d a , 
and our surface is the hyperboloid Z2 — X2 — Y2 = 1. QED. 
Theorem 4. Let D be compact, m: D ^ A3 a surface. Let m є C1(^) and x > 0 
on D. Then m(D) is an ellipsoid. 
Proof. The equations (4.38) and (4.40) reduce to 
(6.19) dA2 - ЗЛ3г = B2zl + (B3 + s) т2 , 
d^ 3 + ЗЛ2т = (B3 + є) т1 - Б2т2 ; 
(6.20) {dB2 - 4(B3 + s) т} л т1 + (dB3 + 4Б2т) л т2 = ЗхА3тг л т2 , 
(dB3 + 4В2т) л т1 - {dB2 - 4(Б3 + e) т} л т2 = ~ЗхА2т1 л т2 . 
From (6.20) we get the existence of functions Bu: D ~> Д such that 
(6.21) dß 2 - 4(В3 + є) т = В21тА + Б2 2т2 , dB3 + 4#2т = В31т1 + В32х2 ; 
^з і - В22 = ЗяЛ 3 , £ 2 1 + В32 = ЗхЛ2 . 
Further, 
(6.22) i d ( 4 2 + Л2) = {Л2В2 + Л3(Я3 + 8)} т1 + (Л2(Я3 + e) - А3В2) т2 , 
and the Laplacian J / of a function / : D ^ R being defined by d * df = Af. do, we get 
(6.23) \А{А\ + Л2) = 2{Б2 + (Б3 + г)2} + 3x(A2 + Л 2 ) . 
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From the maximum principle we get (6.7) and B2 = 0, B3 = —є. Proposition 3 
yields x = e, i.e., e = 1 because of x > 0. Thus we may repeat the secondpart of 
the proof of Theorem 2. QED. 
Theorem 5. Let m: D ^> A3 be a surface with m e C1(#). Then either m e C1(Ĵ ) 
or the points with vanishingform @ifrom (5.32) are isolated. 
Proof. Let m є C1(#). Then (4.39) reduce to 
(6.24) {d#o - 2(B2 + Б 4 ) т} л т 1 + {à(B2 + B4) + 2В 0т} л т 2 = 
= {А3(В2 + В4) + А2В0} т 1 л т2 , 
{ d ( 5 2 + В 4 ) + 2В 0т} л т 1 - {d#o - 2 ( В 2 + В 4 ) т} л т 2 = 
= {АЪВ0 - А2(В2 + В4)} т 1 л т 2 . 
Let D' a D be a coordinate neighborhood in D with coordinates (w, u) chosen in 
such a way that 
(6.25) r * = / d u , T2 = # d r ; / = / ( и , » ) ф 0 , i = ^ u ) * 0 , 
Becauseof(4.31), 
(6.26) t = - ^ i ^ d t t + / - ^ d o , 
3t> du 
a n d (6.24) read 
(6.27) , ffijL^ - /^o = (Aifg _ 2 ^ (Ba + B4) + Л ^ + 2 <ПBo> 
du cw \ du/ \ dr/ 
,«й^+іа_|ѵ,_2^А+д0_(^+1*и. 
ov cu \ dv/ \ ou) 
This system for the functions B2 + Б4, j50 being clearly elliptic, it either has the 
vanishing solution or the zeros of its solution are isolated. QED. 
Theorem 6. Let D be diffeomorphic to the sphere <S2(l), let m: D ~> A 3 be a surface 
with m є C1(#). Then m e Cl(#). 
Proof. If Bl + (B2 + B4)2 Ф 0 on D, the equation J'(co1, ш2) = 0 determines 
a net of curves on D. But this is impossible because of D = S2(l). Thus Б0 = 
= B2 + Б4 = 0 at least at one point p0 є D. The rest of the proof follows from the 
unicity of the solution of the elliptic system (6.27) on the sphere. QED. 
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